Quattro Consulting is one of the leading independent
iSeries technical consultancies in the UK. Formed
in 1997, the directors of Quattro realised that most
iSeries related service providers were not
specialists on the technical aspects of iSeries,
with their own expertise in software
development, marketing and support. Quattro
Consulting offer a unique service, assisting
users to enable their iSeries to operate at full
capacity and capability, irrespective of the
application being run. Quattro's three founding
directors have been involved with the iSeries
since its release in 1988 and subsequently
have amassed over 50 years collective
OS/400 experience between them.

Products & Services include
High Availability Planning and Testing
Operating System upgrades
System Health Checks

Java design and programming

Database Performance Analysis

Linux implementation and administration
Training

Backup and Recovery

Lotus Domino Integration
OS/400 Security Audit
Capacity Planning

For a complete list of all the skills & services
Quattro can provide contact 07071 700400

Web Enablement skills include
IBM HTTP Server
(powered by Apache) configuration

ASF Tomcat and OS/400 integration

From January 2004, Glenn Robinson will be writing a regular technical column for iSeries News
called ‘Tech Tips’. Anyone wishing to post a technical questions for Glenn to answer can do so by
emailing Glenn_Robinson@LifeIT.co.uk

Glenn’s Tech Tip
Converting the IFS

The Integrated File System (IFS) is, in my opinion, one of the most important enhancements to iSeries-AS/400 since its
introduction. Without it we would be stuck with OS/400's restrictive 10 character object naming library structure for storing
data and programs. Don't get me wrong, the library structure of OS/400 is very important to the system but in today's
computing environment being able to support Windows and Posix file systems is absolutely key to any commercial server.
The AS/400 had a PC file system from the start which we knew as Shared Folders, this was (and still is) a DOS compatible file
system allowing the old 8.3 file naming convention. At V3R1, yes that long ago, IBM introduced the IFS which made the entire
OS/400 file system compatible with Windows and Posix file systems. This allows file names with up to 256 character file names,
case sensitivity and storage of any kind of file you would expect to find on Windows and Linux/Unix servers.
What difference does the IFS make? Here's just a
short list of functions that rely on the IFS:
• Lotus Domino
• Qshell
• PASE
• Java

• NetClient (QNTC)
• Websphere AS
• Apache Web Server
• NetServer

There are far more and many of the standard
TCP/IP functions use the IFS too so it’s essential
that you save the IFS folders on a daily basis.

Enter *TYPE2 IFS

At V5R1 IBM announced IFS Type 2. This
changes the way that IBM implements the IFS
within OS/400. Type 1 IFS is managed with
system data base files and can be a little
sluggish at times, those of us that used
Shared Folders in anger will be familiar with
this. The Type 2 IFS is a redesigned
implementation of the IFS that provides
some welcome performance
enhancements and other benefits.

Java Server Pages/Servlets
Net.Data

Web to legacy application integration
WebFacing

RPG CGI programming

Migrating your IFS is a simple process
that consists of three stages:
• Check the file system
• Estimate the amount of time to
convert the file system(s)
• Convert the file system(s)

For more details on the services
Quattro Consulting can provide visit:

www.quattroconsulting.co.uk
Telephone 07071 700400

Email information@quattroconsulting.co.uk
PO Box 3080, Southam CV47 1WD

Quattro Consulting Limited believes that the information in this publication is accurate

as of its publication date. Such information is subject to change without notice. Quattro
Consulting Limited is not responsible for any inadvertent errors. All trademarks are the
property of their respective companies.
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IFS TYPE1 and TYPE2 function comparison

ITEM

*TYPE1

System related
Between 3 to 8
supporting objects database objects
for each directory
Performance:
Create Dir
Delete Dir
Read Dir
Open Dir
Open File

Reliabilty after
sytem failure

BENEFIT

Less overhead
Smaller size
Better performance

Perf Improvement: Much faster
up to 12x
up to 4x
up to 4x
up to 2x
up to 1.5x

May lose track of Internal journalling Business Grade
objects in directory Only a disk failure file system
RCLSTG may be may result in
needed to restore directory damage

When more than
350 objects a
directory
iNav/WRKLNK
directory view

*TYPE2

One MI object
per directory

integrity

Slightly less space About 10% larger More capacity
than *TYPE2 file than *TYPE1 due for future
system
to a larger capacity enhancements
to store attributes
Unsorted list

Number of
32,765
subdirectories in a
single directory

Sorted list

1 million

Improved usability
as directory / file
names are
automatically
sorted

Improved capacity
and flexibility

At V5R2 IBM introduced the CVTDIR command, this is the only command you need to for all
three operations. At V5R1 you will need the following four PTFs:
5722SS1 - SI08760, SI06153, SI07665

5722999

- MF29160

You can estimate and convert all the IFS in one fell swoop or select specific file systems, these are
root, QOpenSys and user-defined file systems (UDFS). The check and estimate functions can be run
at any time but the convert function must be run with the system in restricted condition. I have run
the conversion on around a dozen systems on both V5R1 and V5R2 with absolutely no
problems at all. The estimate function will give you an idea of how long the conversion process
will take, so far I've found that the conversion normally takes less time than the estimated
conversion time.
The only down side I've encountered to date with TYPE 2 IFS is that the SAV command
can take a little longer to execute because of the slight increase in size of IFS objects
but this is far outweighed by the performance benefits that have been realised. So, if
you're using the IFS for Domino, Websphere AS, Apache, NetServer or Java you
should be seriously looking at converting to *TYPE2 IFS, even if you're not using
these applications/functions you should still consider the benefits of the new
improved IFS.
Written by: Glenn Robinson, Director of Quattro Consulting
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Linux on iSeries

Why would anyone want to run Linux on the
same box as OS/400? What can Linux do
that other Operating Systems can not?
There are a myriad of questions regarding Linux and how best to use it
in a business environment. As I see it, many of us OS/400 bigots are
afraid of Linux because we don’t understand it. I’ve lost count of the
number of people I’ve met in the past that have berated OS/400 but
once they’ve used it have become big fans and I believe the same is
true of Linux.

Technical Director of Life IT
Glenn Robinson, Managing Director and founder of Quattro
Consulting has recently been appointed as the new ‘Technical
Director’ of Manchester based IBM Business Partner, Life IT Ltd.
This move will see Glenn bringing his technical expertise to
Life IT a with crossover of skills, services and products from
both organisations.
Jill Sherratt, Managing Director of Life IT comments:
“I am delighted to elevate Glenn to the Board. Furthermore, I am
probably not alone in thinking that Glenn is the most highly sought
after technical specialist on the iSeries platform”.
Glenn Robinson has over fifteen years technical support and
consultancy experience both on the platform, as well as within a
Business Partner environment. Over the years, Glenn has worked
closely with representatives of IBM UK and the IBM Development
Labs in Santa Palomba, Italy. During his time working on the
platform, Glenn has managed some of the UK's largest iSeries
installations for Blue Chip users such as Harrods, Selfridges,
Barclays Bank and British Airways. Glenn is an IBM iSeries
Certified Systems Expert and is also a regular technical
contributor to iSeries News.
Life IT is an IBM business partner, with solutions and services covering the
entire iSeries environment including third party ERP applications and
interfaces. Life IT also vends and supports the following software on
iSeries: Sage Line 500, Linux, *noMax, Lotus, DB2, WebSphere, and Tivoli.
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In this article I hope to dispel some myths and fears regarding Linux
so that you can make informed decisions on the use of Linux in your
organisation. To begin with we’ll take a look at some of the Linux
jargon.

Open Source Software
There is a misconception that this means free software. In general
Open Source Software (OSS) is useable without charge but the real
meaning is that the software is supplied with the source code and
that this may be modified to your needs. If you do amend the source
code you must make those changes available to everyone else too.
This has had massive benefits to many technical OSS packages as
these have been amended and enhanced by many developers and
the modifications made available to the general public.
>>> continued on inner pages >>>
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authentication and logon scripts. The next version of Samba, V3, also
introduces Active Directory capability in to the product. Samba also
comes with its own browser based administration tool (SWAT) and html
based help, examples and HOWTOs.

Linux on iSeries
>>> continued from front cover >>>

Business Applications
applications; the kind of functions most companies only consider using
Microsoft products. Now you have an alternative. I wonder how many of
you have Windows servers running the following:
Firewall
Proxy Server
VPN server

DNS server
Web server
File & Print server

IBM has put a great deal of money into Linux and is actively
encouraging and helping companies to get their applications on to
Linux. IBM itself provides Linux versions of many of its major software
applications including WebSphere AS, MQ Series, UDB DB2, Domino
and many more.

Linux bigots will vehemently deny this. I’ve had very little exposure to
Unix throughout my career but I can now find my way around Unix
systems since I’ve familiarised myself with Linux, draw your own
conclusions. As far as I’m concerned this is great as I can now use
Qshell and PASE under OS/400 with ease.

What’s so special about
Linux on iSeries?
Nothing at all. It’s pretty much the same as running Linux on an Intel
box and that’s the beauty of it. Since I began using Linux all my
knowledge had been gained on PCs, I was very pleasantly surprised
when I first loaded Linux on to our iSeries and found it was the same to
install and use as on Intel boxes.

Firewall

The latest versions of Linux use a function called IPTABLES that is
similar to the IP Filtering function in OS/400 but IPTABLES is far, far
more sophisticated.

DNS and DHCP Server

These are standard packages and provide all the functions found in
OS/400 and Windows including Dynamic DNS.

Proxy Server

The most popular Proxy Server application is called Squid and this
provides sophisticated authentication, control and monitoring of access
to the Internet via browsers and FTP.

Web Server

Apache comes as standard with most Linux distributions as it does with
OS/400. There are other web server packages that you can use with
Linux that are available under OSS licenses.
Tomcat Application Server can also be run with Linux under the OSS
license as well as IBM WebSphere Application Server, but WAS is a
chargeable product.

Mail Server

There are a myriad of products available for mail serving but the major
package is called Sendmail. This is probably the most sophisticated mail
serving application there is and can be complicated to configure, but
there isn’t much it can’t do in terms of handling mail.

VPN Server
The difference is that iSeries provides a very stable hardware platform
for Linux which, as we know, is essential for a business grade Operating
System. One observation I have noted is that a PC running Linux is
more stable and reliable than any other PC operating system I have
come across to date. iSeries also provides fantastic scalability for Linux
which is not possible, at present, within the Intel environment.

Common Linux Usage
It has to be said that when it comes to core commercial applications
running under Linux there aren’t many to choose from, but this is
starting to change. Most businesses use Linux for technical/back office

Again, there are a number of applications available for VPN serving but
the easiest to configure and use with Windows clients is a product called
PoPToP (PPTP server). This can provide VPN connections between
systems using 128bit encryption for use with the VPN software
embedded within Windows.

File and Print Server and Domain Controller

One of the best OSS packages, in my opinion, is called Samba. This
application allows your Linux system to provide smb file and print
serving using Windows style shares. This is provided in the same way
as a Windows Server or NetServer under OS/400, the Windows client
sees the Samba Server as if it were a Windows Server. Just as with
OS/400 V5R1, the Samba Server can also act as a Windows Primary
Domain Controller providing your Windows users with logon
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end to Linux and can make systems administration very easy. I’ve found
that management of a Linux system using a tool called Webmin has
provided me with the best Linux front end. This is a browser based
administration tool that hides much of the complexity involved in setting
up many of the applications discussed above.

Support
When you purchase Linux for iSeries you will NOT buy this from IBM but
from one of the Linux distribution providers mentioned before. You will
need to purchase an Enterprise version of Linux specific to the
PowerPC processors used on iSeries/pSeries and the cost will include
maintenance and/or support.
This support can be very useful if you are new to Linux. I’ve found the
best support to be found on the Internet. If you think there aren’t many
people using Linux be prepared for a shock. There are thousands of
web sites covering all aspects of Linux, there is even a site that holds all
the Linux documentation and HOWTOs on just about everything you
can think of.

DHCP
Mail Server
Domain Controller

All of the above are supplied as standard with the majority of Linux
distributions.

But it’s Unix

UK’s leading independant technical consultan

OpenOffice is an OSS application that competes with Microsoft Office
providing word processing, spreadsheet, presentation, web page
designer and database access. Although this is as a desktop application
(under Windows or Linux) it can be stored centrally on a Linux server.
That’s right, your iSeries with Linux could be the server for your desktop
office applications.

Around the UK there are numerous local Linux User Groups (LUGs) and
many newsgroups providing free help/support. I cannot recall one Linux
problem/question I’ve put on to a newsgroup that hasn’t been answered
satisfactorily since I’ve been using Linux. This may seem a strange way
of getting support but there are thousands of experts out there that are
willing to help and at no charge. Of course, you can pay your chosen
Linux provider for support too and I would strongly advise this in a
business environment.

Where from here?
Using Linux on iSeries
Unfortunately you can’t run Linux on all iSeries systems but all of the
currently available systems sold by IBM do support Linux. If your system
does support Linux (http://www-1.ibm.com/servers/eserver/iseries/linux/
pdfs/guide.pdf), what do you need to run it? You need a copy of Linux
for iSeries/pSeries (yes the same Linux runs on both systems), some
spare disk space, some processor resource and memory for a guest
Logical Partition.
Linux on iSeries can use dedicated hardware or can use virtual
hardware such as disk, tape, CD and Ethernet. My previous article,
which discussed LPAR, explained what’s required for LPAR so I won’t
go any further with this. But what about the Linux distribution? A number
of companies gather together a well tested Linux kernel with a number
of packages, usually hundreds, that you may want to use and test
together to ensure compatibility. These packages are then shipped as a
release or version and provided by these companies for a charge. The
charge is generally to cover the cost of media, associated publications
and support, not for the software itself.
Three companies provide an iSeries/pSeries Linux distribution: SuSE,
Red Hat and TurboLinux. The general consensus is that SuSE is more
popular in Europe and Red Hat in the USA. My personal experience has
been with SuSE and Red Hat and there are a few minor differences but
nothing significant. I’ve yet to come across TurboLinux in iSeries or Intel.

Without doubt IBM is backing Linux on all its hardware platforms. In the
OS/400 arena we have become accustomed to a bullet proof, reliable
and well tested Operating System. My exposure to date with Linux has
shown it to be closer in terms of reliability to OS/400 to another well
used operating system most of us are familiar with. This coupled with
the availability of Linux on iSeries means we really should not ignore the
technical and financial benefits afforded by Linux.
One of the biggest hurdles Linux must overcome is that most of us have
become so familiar with Microsoft Windows that anything else with a
graphical interface or providing back end server services appears
foreign. Windows has its place as does OS/400 but we mustn’t be afraid
to embrace newer Operating Systems especially when they are stable
enough for the business environment and can provide significant
financial savings.

Finally
For the most part of my work I’m helping customers make decisions on
their IT strategies and directions, if I give poor advice then this would
reflect badly on me and my company and could cost my customer a
great deal of money too. Would I recommend Linux on iSeries? In many
cases I most certainly would.
Written by: David Sefton, Director of Quattro Consulting
References: Open Source Initiative - http://www.opensource.org/

Learning Linux
There are not many of us that have the luxury of learning a new
Operating System and all it’s nuances. Just as iSeries Navigator takes
away much of the complications within OS/400 there are graphical front
ends to Linux. KDE and Gnome provide a Windows-style graphical front

Linux on iSeries - http://www.iseries.ibm.com/linux
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